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How do you feel 
when you are 
expected to dance?



Perhaps our 
consumers feel this 
way too?

This is great, I can’t wait!

This is good, I’ve done this before

This is good, but I am nervous

This is…… not okay, but I wish it was

This is….oh goodness, why did I 
come?



How do we want our services to show up 
to consumers?

Kindness 
and 

compassion

Clarity

Knowing 
what will 
happen

No 
unexpected 

stops and 
starts

Feeling 
involved

No treading 
on toes

When will it 
end?

It’s hard to start 
dancing, especially 

as I feel I can’t 
dance

No technical dance 
language please 
and how many 
people will be 

involved?

Who is leading this 
dance? Can I 

change steps if they 
don’t work for me?

What dance are we 
doing?

No unexpected 
stops and starts 

please
Will I be safe?

How will I know?



How do we want out services to show up 
to consumers?

We need to ask

And they probably 
want the same 
experience that 

we would want as 
a consumer

� Kindness and compassion = it’s hard to start 
talking

� Clarity = no technical language please and 
how many people will be involved?

� Feeling involved = who is leading this? Can I 
change the therapy/ therapist if they don’t 
work for me?

� Knowing what will happen and what to do= 
what work are you doing together?

� No unexpected stops and starts

� No treading on toes= will I be safe?

� Knowing when it will end = how will I know?



How do we try to dance together?

� I think of them bringing 
their special music to us 

� How do we choreograph 
a dance that feels theirs?

� And how do we dance 
with them?



CAPA is a way of ‘being’

Think for a 
moment

Are you 
DOING or 

BEING?



CAPA has 
processes to 
‘do’

But the focus is REALLY 
on the experience of 
‘being’ with each 
other

Steps Dancing



Getting the Front End Right

How do these show up to consumers?

Language

Handle Demand

Choice Framework

We 
understand 

what you are 
saying

We know 
how to get 

to you

You give us 
choices



HOW MIGHT  THESE ‘HEARD’?

1. This is an assessment to find out what is wrong

2. I will transfer you to someone else

3. I think this is an attachment problem

4. What are your goals?

5. I need you to complete this for me [outcome measure]

6. Things are not bad enough for this service, but I can send you to someone else who can 
help you

We need to ask 
young people 

and families what 
they think!

And what else we 
could say.



Easy Access to the Right Help

Full Booking Selecting by 
Skill

I know when I 
will be seen

I will see 
someone who 

suits me

We need to ask consumers to help us use these processes well



Effective and Efficient
Core and Advanced skills- who can best help?

Capacity Job planning- who has space?

Goals and Outcomes- what is important to them?

Peer groups- help keep the consumer in mind

Away days- consumers along side you

You know the right person and 
when they are free

I know what I am wanting to get 
out of coming here

You are part of a team who cares 
about me and knows what I need

Where best can we 
involve consumers in 

these?



 CAPA and choreography

We are choreographers 
of a journey that should 
feel like a dance

Fluid, artistic, 
communicating





Five Elements of 
Dance

All forms of dance and creative movement have in common: body, 
action, space, time and energy



Body

� Non verbal

� Facial expression

� Tone of voice

� Our brains and minds



What are our actions?

� Purposefully listen, speak, reflect

� Curiosity

� Honest Opinion



� We cover the ground we need to

� We cover the ground they need to

� Whilst always creating and maintaining a 
safe space



� We manage the time

� Pacing our communication

� Managing time well

� Whilst giving people time



Energy

� We aim to bring our personal energy into the space

� And help people show and use theirs



Good 
choreographers

Use their dance 
skills

Understand 
things from a 

dancers 
viewpoint

Are great 
communicators

Can explain 
things

Can 
demonstrate Are patient





Dancing Together:
consumers, choreography and 
CAPA

Use all your skills 
and helping others 

to do the same

Understand things 
from your 

consumers’ 
viewpoint

Communicate- 
how’s your 

language? Body, 
brain and mind 

connected?

Explain so it’s 
understandable

Demonstrate being 
open, honest, really 

interested

Be patient – using 
time well, keeping 

safe

Think like a 
choreographer
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